Context. The Berlin Exoplanet Search Telescope II (BEST II) is a small wide field-of-view photometric survey telescope system located at the Observatorio Cerro Armazones, Chile. The high duty cycle combined with excellent observing conditions and millimagnitude photometric precision makes this instrument suitable for ground based support observations for the CoRoT space mission. 
Introduction
The Berlin Exoplanet Search Telescopes (BEST and BEST II) are two small-aperture wide-field telescope systems operated as ground-based support facilities for the CoRoT space mission (Baglin et al. 1998 ). The first telescope, BEST (Rauer et al. 2004 ), operational since 2004, is located at the Observatoire de Haute Provence, France. The second telescope, BEST II, has been operational since April 2007 at Observatorio Cerro Armazones, Chile. Both telescopes are used to perform preparatory ground-based variability characterization of the target fields of the space mission. Normally the target fields are observed one year ahead of CoRoT.
The CoRoT mission will complete observations of five longrun fields (150 days) and several shorter runs during the nominal mission phase (Deleuil et al. 2006) . In support of the space mission, variability characterization of three long run and one initial run fields have been performed within the BEST project , Kabath et al. (2007) , Kabath et al. 2008 ), light curves from CoRoT later can be extended with BEST observational data. Thus, significant contributions can be made to the CoRoT additional scientific programs related to variable stars. Usually, several hundred new variable stars of various types (β Lyr, δ Sct, Algol type eclipsing binaries, δ Cep, RR Lyr and others) are detected easily with the BEST telescopes in the CoRoT fields. In addition, the data from the BEST telescopes can be used during the confirmation process of CoRoT planets, as exemplified by the BEST pre-discovery transit observations of CoRoT 1b and CoRoT 2b ).
The fourth CoRoT long-run field LRa02 was observed with BEST II during the Chilean winter period 2007/2008, one year prior to the space mission. The acquired light curves were analyzed for stellar variability. Poretti et al. (2005) have reported new variable stars in the same field. However, their detected variable stars are brighter than the cases presented here. Thus, the BEST II observations of the LRa02 field are complementary to already published results and within the same magnitude range as the CoRoT observations. The detected stars presented here were cross matched with the 2MASS catalog and the light curves of a few known periodic variable stars in the field could be extended by our data. The field of view (FOV) of the system covers 1.7
• × 1.7
• on the sky with an angular resolution of 1.5"pixel −1 . BEST II observes without filter and with a light sensitivity of the CCD that is approximately equivalent to a broad R band. The commercial mount, Atacama GM-4000, manufactured by 10 Micron, allows high precision pointing. To support the observations, a meteorological weather station and webcams monitor the conditions at the site.
We The observational sequence consists of 240 sec exposures followed by dark and bias frames taken approximately each hour. In addition, standard calibration images were acquired at the beginning and end of each night. The whole data set of the LRa02 campaign consists of 836 science frames for 231 hours of observations. Magnitudes of the detected stars range from 11−18 mag with a photometric precision of 1% down to 15 mag. Generally, observations were not performed during nights with either full Moon or strong wind (> 15m/s). This was the case in 27 nights during the campaign. Additional 20 nights were lost due to technical problems during the final implementation phase of the robotic mode.
Photometric calibration of the scientific data
The photometric calibration of the acquired data was performed with an automated data pipeline based on previous versions used for BEST (Rauer et al. 2004 ) and modified to the BEST II system. The basic features of the pipeline are described below. A more detailed description of the data reduction process can be found in Kabath et al. (2007) and Karoff et al. (2007) . In a first step, the obtained scientific data were calibrated with bias, dark and flat field images taken each night during the observational sequence. These calibrated scientific images were then interpolated to a unified coordinate system. A reference frame for the transformation routine (Pál & Bakos 2007) was first selected. Then, the transformation was applied on each image of the data set. In a second step, the data was processed using the image subtraction package ISIS (Alard & Lupton 1998) . Here a reference frame is selected and the image subtraction routine is subsequently applied to all images. For this purpose, a kernel function is defined on the reference frame and then subtracted from the PSF functions of each star on every frame. Thereafter, aperture photometry is applied to the image subtraction reference frame and in the subtracted images. Typically, the FWHM of a stellar point spread function is 4 pixels. Therefore, a fixed aperture with a radius of 5 pixels is used for the determination of the stellar flux and 15 pixels for the determination of the background contribution. The obtained magnitudes were corrected for extinction. The remaining nightly offsets were corrected by using the 9000 brightest and most constant stars for an estimate and then corrected on each image. In a third step, the internal coordinates were transformed to the world coordinate system using the USNO-A2.0 catalog and GRMATCH routine. The obtained transformation is applied to each star in the data set with the GRTRANS routine (Pál & Bakos 2007) . A subarcsecond precision is reached for the coordinate transformation.
Finally, the BEST II relative magnitudes of a sample of several thousands constant stars is compared to the USNO-A2.0 catalog. Resulting deviations from the USNO-A2.0 match for constant stars are applied to each star from the data set. Due to accuracy limitations of the absolute magnitudes in the catalog used, the final BEST II absolute magnitudes have a slight uncertainty. However, since we are searching for differences in stellar light curves using differential photometry, this is of minor importance. In general, the error in the BEST II magnitude relative to an absolute photometric system after calibration with the USNO-A2.0 is usually not higher than 0.5 mag. Moreover, stars from the BEST II field are cross-matched with the 2MASS catalog and the 2MASS ID as well.
Photometric quality of the data set
The resulting light curves can still be differently affected by systematic effects during the nights. These effects may introduce false periodic signals that can be falsely identified as stellar variability. Therefore, a routine based on the SYSREM algorithm (Tamuz et al. 2005 ) was applied to the whole data set to correct for possible systematic effects present at the same time in a significant number of stellar light curves. The algorithm works also if the true nature of the systematic effects remains unresolved. Figure 2 shows the final RMS plots for all stars observed over the whole campaign for both fields. Detected periodic variable stars are marked with red crosses. The solid line represents limiting RMS values for corresponding magnitudes. Under the excellent observational conditions at Cerro Armazones it is possible to reach a seeing of 0.66" (Rauer et al. 2008) . The corresponding photometric precision of the measurements under such conditions is better than 1% for more than 5000 stars. During a typical photometric night at Cerro Armazones, it is possible to measure with a precision better than 1% for up to 4000 stars in the magnitude range 11-15 mag.
Variability criteria
We detected 104335 stars in both observed fields. Therefore, for the performed stellar variability characterization of the LRa02 field, an automatic routine that selects potentially variable stars from the data sample is needed. Thus, each star is marked with a j-index as defined by Stetson (1996) 
where k denotes consecutive pairs of observations, each with a weight w k and
where δ i(k) and δ j(k) are the residuals of normalized magnitudes from the mean magnitude of all data points for observations i and j within the pair k. The weighting factor was modified according to Zhang et al. (2003) as
where t i and t is the time between two points and the time weighting interval, respectively. Figure 3 presents the distribution of the variability index j for all stars in both LRa02 data sets. A limiting value of j = 0.5 was selected based on experience from previously characterized CoRoT fields (e.g. Kabath et al. 2009 ) to mark potentially variable stars. In this case, 1858 stars from LRa2a and 1868 stars from LRa2b fields were marked for potential variability. However, to find the periodic variable stars as detected by BEST II, a further selection step must be performed.
Results
Light curves of all potentially variable stars that were marked with j > 0.5 were folded with the AoV algorithm (Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1996) . Firstly, stellar light curves were folded within a period range of 0.1 to 35 days. Secondly, these light curves were further inspected visually. Stars with periods close to 1 day or multiples thereof were rejected if they did not show clear natural variability. Artificial variability is likely due to the diurnal cycle or changes of the background level, temperature or airmass. We found 173 newly detected periodic variable stars in LRa2a and 177 in LRa2b. The number of detected periodic variable stars with BEST II is directly comparable with detection rates of ASAS 3 (Pojmanski 2002 ) and OGLE-II (Udalski et al. 1997 ) surveys as presented in Table 1 . In the case of OGLE-II it is not specified if the number of variable stars concerns only periodic variable stars or also irregular objects. An absolute number of detected stars with each survey is also shown. Newly detected variable stars are classified with a GCVSbased reduced schema (see Sterken & Jaschek 1996) . Here, stars are divided into two groups of stellar variability. Pulsating stars are described by types DCEP (δ Cephei prototype pulsating stars), DSCT (δ Sct type pulsating stars), RR Lyr (if possible also subtypes RRa, RRb, RRc), SXPHE (prototype SX Phe), γ Dor (prototype γ Doradus). Furthermore, a PULS class is introduced where the type could not be classified uniquely. Eclipsing stars were subdivided into EA (Algol type eclipsing stars), EB (β Lyr type eclipsing stars) and EW (W UMa type eclipsing stars) classes. An additional group of stars showing variability characteristic of spotted (stellar spots) or elliptical stars was classified as ELL and/or SP. Finally, some stars whose light curve variation is due to their rotation and magnetic field were classified as α 2 CVn. A limited number of stars was classified as cataclysmic variables or as VAR, in particular those where more data is needed. Our classification scheme is illustrated in Figure 4 , where a logarithmic plot of amplitude against period of detected variable stars is shown. The classes EA, EB, EW, DSCT, DCEP, RRLyr are represented with different symbols. Detailed statistics on the types of newly found variable stars are presented in Table  3 . A detailed information on identified stars is shown Table 4 and Table 5 .
Since the BEST II data set possesses no color information, periodic variable stars were cross-identified with the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ). Information about the 2MASS ID is inserted in Table 3 and Table 4 . 2MASS magnitudes and IDs provide extended spectral information and allow us to crossmatch with other catalogs.
Pulsating variable stars
Pulsating stars with periods below 0.3 days were classified as DSCT. However, a few stars with periods of about 0.1 days were classified as SXPHE due to the characteristic light curve and period of the prototype star SX Phoenicis. For the DSCT with periods below 0.3 days, the classification should be fairly unique. Furthermore, some of the DSCT stars such as no. lra2b 00190 and lra2b 01387 show clear multiperiodicity. Thus additional frequency analysis of the light curves would be needed. A few stars within a period range of 0.3 to 5 days, with low amplitudes < 0.1 mag and characteristic light curve shape were characterized as γDor (Kaye et al. 1999) . Stars with periods longer than 1 day and amplitudes > 0.1 magnitudes were classified as δCEP stars. The RR Lyr stars were classified based on the characteristic shape of the light curve and period range between 0.3 and 1 day.
Eclipsing variable stars
Eclipsing stars of the EA class show nearly constant light curves between eclipses. They can show the so-called reflection effect, causing some small modulation of the light curve (Vaz 1985 , Peraiah 1998 , in particular no. lra2a00492 and lra2b00821. Stars belonging to the EB class vary continuously between eclipses and stars from the EW class have generally near equal depth and periods shorter than 1 day. Several eclipsing binaries, primarily some EW, show the O'Connell effect, i.e. a deformation of the light curve due to the presence of stellar spots (Maceroni & van't Veer 1993) . The effect is evident in particular in light curves no. lra2a00302, lra2a 00343, lra2a 00621, lra2a 01627 and lra2b 01334.
The classification of rotating and spotted stars ELL/SP is based on unequal minimum/maximum depth of the light curves. Some of the systems classified as spotted also may be cataclysmic variable stars in the quiescent phase. Further color and spectroscopic information is needed to clarify this result.
Stars showing a slight amplitude variability in the region of a few percent which do not fulfill the classification criteria for any of the abovementioned variability types were classified as α 2 CVn. The prototype is Cor Caroli from the constellation Canum Venaticorum, and the characteristics are usually fast rotation and the presence of emission lines in the CaII H, K and H α bands, indicating strong chromospheric activity (Fernandez-Figueroa et al. 1994 ).
Previously known variable stars in the CoRoT LRa02 field
Detected variable stars from the BEST II data set have been cross-matched with the SIMBAD 1 and AAVSO VSX 2 catalogs. Comments on light curves of already known variable stars reobserved with BEST II are provided in Table 1 . In general, previously reported variable stars that are brighter than 11 mag are saturated in the BEST II data. We were able to confirm only short periodic variable stars due to our duty cycle. The following stars were found in BEST II data sets: V0452 Mon, V0376 Mon which is also ASAS 064848 − 0336.3, XZ Mon, ASAS 064750 − 0352.8 (Pojmanski 2002) and EI Mon (Ahnert 1949) . The relevant stars from the BEST II set are marked with their previous catalog names in Table 3 and Table  4 .
Summary
We observed CoRoT's LRa02 stellar field with the BEST II telescope during 41 nights from November 2007 to March 2008. The obtained data were searched for periodic variable stars to support CoRoT's additional science programs. In a sample of 104335 light curves, we identified 350 stars showing regular periodicity. Almost all of these periodic variable stars are new detections by BEST II with periods ranging from 0.1 to 35 days. A classification of the periodic variables has been performed and the members of the resolved classes are specified. In addition, we confirmed variability for 5 already known stars in the observed field. More detailed information and finding charts will be provided upon request. 
